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Abstract
The design of the Double Bend Achromat (DBA) lattice was originally motivated by the desire to increase the
brightness of a synchrotron ring by storing a low emittance
electron beam [1]. Alternating the direction of the bends in
the DBA lattice turns the ring into a linear transport line,
which has advantages over the straight transport lines typically used in linac FEL’s. The dipoles in the DBA cells provide synchrotron images of the electron beam, a real-time
non-destructive diagnostic during operation. As in circular machines, sections between DBA cells provide a lowemittance dispersion free beam for insertion devices such
as FEL’s and inverse Compton backscattering sources. This
paper describes an example linear DBA, which has been
designed and commissioned as part of the MkV 40 MeV
electron accelerator facility at the University of Hawaii.
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INTRODUCTION
The University of Hawai’i (UH) MkV Linear Accelerator facility and Free Electron Laser (FEL) Lab utilizes a
thermionic LaB6 cathode electron source in a microwave
gun injector followed by a single section of traveling wave
S-Band linear accelerator to produce a ∼200 mA average
macro-pulse current 40 MeV electron beam. This beam
drives a hybrid NdFeB planar undulator and Michelson interferometer phase-locked resonator based infrared FEL.
Constructed on UH campus and occupying roughly onethird of the first floor of the physics department, the accelerator beamline was commissioned by 2009 and the lab
produced first laser light in 2010; current experiments are
focused on demonstration of inverse Compton x-ray photon production via FEL laser output and electron beam
collision. A pico-second resolution x-ray detector and
multi-gigabit per second sampling electronics are also being developed in parallel by collaborators in the University
of Hawai’i Instrumentation Development Lab (IDLab) for
measurement of the resulting micro-bunch x-ray train.
The electron beam transport system configuration for
these experiments requires strong focusing to achieve small
transverse size of the e-beam (and similarly so for the optical beam used in the collision) in order to achieve optimum
x-ray flux. This transport system is known as the Diagnostic Chicane (DC) and delivers the beam from the accel∗ Work supported by DHS Agreement Number:
AR1045-02, Amendment 2
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erator to the FEL and also contains the inverse Compton
interaction point. Traditional interrupting beam diagnostic
instruments are included, such as insertable optical transition radiation (OTR) screens along the beamline and a wire
scanner beam profilometer [2] at the inverse Compton interaction point. Stripline beam position monitors (BPM’s)
[3] and optical synchrotron radiation imaging of the e-beam
are included to provide real-time non-destructive transverse
and longitudinal information.

MOTIVATION
In electron beam transport systems containing many
bends, the intrinsic momentum spread of the beam can lead
to unacceptable beam growth due to dispersion in dipole
magnets. The Diagnostic Chicane is such a system, containing ten individual dipole magnets purchased from RadiaBeam Technologies [4]. The design was inspired by
the double-bend achromat, first proposed by Renate Chasman and G. Kenneth Green [1] for the bright circulating
beam required for the National Synchrotron Light Source
at Brookhaven National Laboratory. The DBA has become
a fundamental component of lattice design for many modern synchrotron and storage rings built afterwards, such as
ESRF (France) and HiSOR (Japan) [5], as well as APS (Argone) and SOR (Japan) [6].

Figure 1: Dispersion induced by bending magnet. Electrons exit dipole separated from design orbit according to
differing momenta.
This transport lattice provides cells having zero dispersion function, reserved for experiments and electron beam
focusing for envelope matching between cells. These dispersion free portions alternate with cells containing dipole
magnets and non-zero dispersion. The bends provide a
means for physically separating the optical synchrotron
radiation emitted by electrons as they traverse the dipole
magnets, which is used for obtaining real-time transverse
images.
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SYSTEM DESIGN
The original model proposed by Chasman and Green
used a single quadrupole placed at the center of the drift
section separating two identical dipoles. As the beam travels through the first bend, particles having a momentum
p 6= p0 , where p0 is the momentum of the design orbit, exit
the dipole magnet off-axis and off-angle (see Fig. 1). This
leads to a beam expansion, horizontal separation of electrons according to their energy, and an effective growth in
the beam’s emittance. The quadrupole located at the symmetry point of the cell midway between the dipoles, is operated such that it is focusing in the bend plane, and when
set correctly, re-images the off-energy electrons back onto
the design orbit at the exit of the second dipole (see Fig.
2). The DBA cell is a key tool for compensating for the
dispersion induced by bending magnets.

The momentum dependence of the transport system can
be characterized by the dispersion vector D, which tracks
a particle that has a fractional momentum difference of
0
δ ≡ p−p
= 1. In the language of general first orp0
der transport [7, 8], the 6-D dispersion vector is given by
D = (Dx , Dx0 , 0, 0, 0, 1) ≡ (D, D0 , 1), neglecting path
length differences and assuming only horizontal bending.
In this case [5, 6], the components of the dispersion vector
obey the inhomogeneous differential equation:
D00 (s) +

1
1
D(s) =
ρ2
ρ

where s is the longitudinal coordinate, ρ is the bend radius, and corresponding total deflection angle α = s/ρ. If
the dispersion function and its derivative are zero at the entrance of a bending magnet, at the output of the bend these
functions are given by:
Dout

=

ρ(1 − cos α)

(2)

0
Dout

=

sin α

(3)

which are determined completely by the geometry of the
bend.
In the drift separating the first dipole and the central
quadrupole, the dispersion ray travels at an angle from the
0
design orbit of θ = Dout
. From the symmetry of the
system, the quadrupole must deflect this ray by an angle
0
∆θ = −2Dout
. This is the condition for the dispersion ray
to exit the second dipole along the design orbit. For a thinlens, the required focal length f for a given drift length L
between the dipole exit and the quadrupole center is:
ρ(1 − cos α) + L sin α
2 sin α
For small bending angles, this reduces to [6]:
f=

f≈

Figure 3: Chasman-Green DBA lattice for traditional ring
configuration.

Figure 4: Chasman-Green DBA lattice for UH linear transport Diagnostic Chicane adaptation.
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with Lbend the arc-length in the dipole.
Although first developed for circular machines where all
the bends are in the same direction and have a sum of 360◦ ,
the analysis is equally valid in the case of alternating bends
as in a chicane. Figure 5 shows the dispersion function and
its derivative for the Diagnostic Chicane. The qualitative
difference between this plot and a similar plot for a synchrotron ring is that the sign of the dispersion alternates
with each Double Bend Achromat section.
The bend angles and drift lengths of the DBA sections of
the DC are determined by many factors, including the orientation angle of the focusing sections, the availability of
space in the lab, and the as-built x-ray extraction hole bored
through the radiation shielding. With the geometry for the
Diagnostic Chicane determined by these constraints, the
dispersion correcting quadrupole focal lengths (and hence
gradients and drive currents) can be calculated by equation
(4). Alternatively, the quadrupole gradient can be found using the exact version of equation (4), as calculated by simulation software package PBOLab [9] using TRANSPORT
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Figure 2: Dispersion correction by quadrupole magnet.
Electrons of all momenta exit second dipole on design orbit.
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SUMMARY
To summarize, the Chasman-Green Double Bend Achromat has been incorporated into and adapted for an alternating chicane beamline, inspired by the original synchrotron
ring application. Simulations show the desired properties
of sections for dispersion correction and dispersion free
sections for beam focusing. Two simple focal schemes are
shown to provide a match between the split-bends for beam
transport through the Diagnostic Chicane. The system has
been operational since commissioning in 2009.
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